Recovery and repair schemes are proposed for shift-exclusive-or (shift-XOR) product-matrix (PM) regenerating codes, which outperform those of the existing PM codes in terms of both communication and computation costs.
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [1] are widely used MDS erasure codes. Its encoding and decoding computations are over finite fields, which results in high computational complexity. Lower complexity schemes have been proposed to correct double [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and triple [7] , [8] node failures. Rabin-like codes have been proposed to tolerate 4 or more node failures [9] , where the decoding complexity is as high as
To achieve lower complexity, Sung et al. presented a class of storage codes for any valid pair [n, k] using only (component-wise) exclusive-or (XOR) and shift operations [10] , which can be more efficiently implemented than finite-field operations. Algebraically, shift and XOR operations on binary sequences are analogue to the scalar multiplication and vector addition of vector spaces over a finite field. But the shift operation changes the sequence length and hence many algebra properties of vector spaces do not hold when using shift and XOR. For example,
decoding cannot be performed by normal Gaussian elimination. A zigzag style decoding algorithm was proposed for the shift-XOR storage codes [11] , [12] .
In addition to data recovery, it is also worthwhile to consider the repair of failed nodes. Dimakis et. al. formulated regenerating codes to address this issue [13] . In an [n, k, d] regenerating code, a data file of BL bits is divided into B sequences, each containing L bits. The sequences are encoded into nα sequences each of L bits and distributed to n nodes, each storing α sequences of L bits. DC can recover the source file from any k surviving nodes, and a failed node can be repaired from any other d surviving nodes. There are two kinds of repair [13] : exact repair and functional repair. In exact repair, the sequences stored in the failed node can be exactly reconstructed in the new node. In functional repair, the sequences reconstructed in the new node may be different from those in the failed node as long as the new node and the other nodes form an [n, k, d] regenerating code.
The tradeoff between the storage in a node and the repair bandwidth is characterized in [13] . Two classes of codes that achieve the optimal storage-bandwidth tradeoff are of particular interests, i.e., the minimum bandwidth regenerating (MBR) codes and minimum storage regenerating (MSR) codes. Rashmi et. al. [14] proposed productmatrix (PM) constructions of MBR codes for all tuples [n, k, d] and MSR codes for d ≥ 2k − 2 with exact repair algorithms. The PM MBR/MSR codes require matrix operations over finite fields for encoding, decoding and repair, which have the high complexity as RS codes.
To achieve lower complexity, Hou et. al. [15] proposed the regenerating codes using shift and XOR operations based on the PM construction. Their recovery and repair algorithms use matrix operations, but are not optimal in terms of both computation and communication costs. In particular,
• In the recovery algorithms of the shift-XOR MBR/MSR codes, DC retrieves more data sequences than the number of sequences forming the source file, which is referred to as the recovery overhead: For the shift-XOR MBR codes, extra 1 2 k(k − 1) sequences are retrieved; while for the shift-XOR MSR codes, extra k(k − 1) sequences are retrieved.
• Due to the shift operation, the coded sequences are usually longer than L bits, which introduces additional overheads for shift-XOR codes. Though in terms of the number of sequences, the shift-XOR storage codes [10] satisfy the MDS property, the total number of bits retrieved for recovery is larger than the file size. Strictly speaking, these codes are not MDS. The shift-XOR MBR/MSR codes [15] have the similar overheads for both recovery and repair.
• Moreover, for the regenerating codes [14] [15] [16] based on the PM construction, the decoding algorithms proposed in these papers need an auxiliary space at least the size of the source file and the repair process needs an auxiliary space at least the size of the reconstructed content.
Hou et. al. [16] proposed another class of XOR-based regenerating codes using cyclic shift, which can preserve the sequence length, but still have the other similar issues as the codes in [15] .
A. Our Contributions
In this paper, we study the recovery and repair schemes for shift-XOR regenerating codes. Compared with the best existing shift-XOR recovery/repair schemes [15] , [16] , ours are more efficient in terms of communication bandwith, auxiliary space and time complexity. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
We first study systems of shift-XOR equations, where the generator matrix satisfies a refined version of the increasing difference property in [10] . We propose an algorithm for solving a system of shift-XOR equations that has the following properties:
• In-place: the algorithm transforms the specific bits to the finally targeted bits, without any auxiliary space to store the intermediate data.
• Only bit-wise XOR operation is applied to transform the data bits.
The algorithm, henceforth called the shift-XOR elimination, is compared with the algorithm in [10] in Table I . Our shift-XOR elimination plays a similar role as Gaussian elimination for solving systems of linear equations over finite fields, and is called as a sub-process by our recovery and repair schemes of the shift-XOR regenerating codes.
We then study recovery and repair of shift-XOR PM MBR/MSR regenerating codes. Our recovery/repair schemes transform the recovery/repair problem to a sequence of problems of solving shift-XOR equations, which can be solved using our shift-XOR elimination. Benefit from the advantages of the shift-XOR elimination, our recover/repair schemes have the following properties:
• For shift-XOR MBR codes, our recovery and repair schemes have zero transmission overhead and no auxiliary data space.
• For shift-XOR MSR codes, our recovery scheme has smaller transmission overhead and smaller auxiliary data space than the existing schemes.
In Table II , we compare our schemes with the existing recovery/repair schemes, where we can find that our schemes are superior in all performance measures. 
Though this paper focuses on shift-XOR regenerating codes, our recovery and repair schemes can also be extended to other MBR/MSR codes using the PM construction. For codes based on the PM construction in [14] , [16] , the recovery and repair schemes are the same except that the shift-XOR elimination is replaced by certain sub-processes designed for finite fields and cyclic-shift respectively. This paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the shift-XOR regenerating codes, including both MBR and MSR codes, using the PM construction. Section III introduces our basic procedure of solving a system of shift-XOR equations, which will be used as a sub-process for recovery and repair of shift-XOR MBR and MSR codes using the PM construction. Section IV and Section V discuss the recovery and repair schemes for shift-XOR MBR and MSR codes, respectively. Section VI discusses how to extend our approaches of recovery and repair schemes to other MBR/MSR codes based on the PM construction. Section VII concludes this paper.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF SHIFT-XOR CODES
This section introduces the construction of shift-XOR regenerating codes. First, some notations are introduced.
Then the product-matrix constructions of the MBR codes and the MSR codes are presented.
A. Notations
A range of integer from i to j, i ≤ j, is denoted by i : j. When i > j, i : j is the empty set. A binary sequence is denoted by bold lowercase letters, e.g., a. The ith entry of a sequence a is denoted by a[i]. The subsequence of a from the i-th entry to the j-th entry is denoted by a[i : j].
For a sequence a of L bits and a natural number t ≥ 0, the shift operator z t pads t zeros in front of a, so that z t a has L + t bits and
Negative shifting means truncation, that is, z −t a has L − t bits and
Let a 1 and a 2 be two sequences of length L 1 and L 2 , respectively. Their addition a 1 + a 2 is bit-wise exclusiveor (XOR). If these two sequences are not of the same length, zeros are appended after the shorter one before the addition so that when
B. General shift-XOR PM Encoding
Let B, L, d, n and α be positive integers. A file of BL bits is partitioned into B source sequences, each of which consists of L bits. The i-th sequence is denoted as x i . These B sequences are organized as a d × α message matrix M = (m i,j ) in some particular way, to be described subsequently, where each entry m i,j is a binary sequence.
Define an n × α matrix Y = (y i,j ) of binary sequences with
where t i,u are integers. Denote Ψ = (z ti,j ), called the generator matrix. The above operation can be written in the matrix form
For i = 1, . . . , n, the i-th row of Y has the α sequences stored at the i-th storage node.
C. Construction of Shift-XOR MBR Codes
Now we discuss some special cases of the PM encoding. Minimum Bandwidth Regenerating (MBR) codes achieve the optimal repair bandwidth. To construct a MBR code with an integer parameter k, we use d = α and
. The B sequences are organized into the message matrix M of the form
where S is a k × k symmetric matrix of the first
property: for any i, i ′ , j, and j ′ such that i < i ′ and j < j ′ ,
where the first equality holds only when i = 1. Differently from the increasing difference property [10] , the refined increasing difference property can accept t 1,j ′ − t 1,j = 0 such that less storage at each node is required. Without the loss of generality, all entries in the first column of Ψ are assumed to be z 0 .
An MBR code constructed using the above approach has the parameters n, k, d and L, and is usually referred
Example 1 ([6, 3, 4 ] MBR Code): For MBR codes with n = 6, k = 3, d = 4, the source matrix is in the form of
The generator matrix Ψ is in the form of
The coded sequences stored in node i (1 ≤ i ≤ 6) are
D. Construction of Shift-XOR MSR Codes
MSR codes with α = d 2 and k = α + 1 can also be constructed using the PM encoding. MSR codes of other parameters can be constructed using the method in [14] based on the MSR codes with α = d 2 and k = α + 1. The source file is divided into B = kα source sequences x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x B . The first 1 2 α (α + 1) source sequences are used to form an α × α symmetric matrix S, where the upper-triangular part is filled with x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x α(α+1)/2 .
The rest source sequences are used to form another symmetric matrix T, whose upper-triangular part is filled with
The generator matrix Ψ = {z ti,j } is in the form of
where Φ = {z ti,j } is an n×α matrix and satisfies the refined increasing difference property; and Λ = diag z λ0 , z λ1 , . . . , z λn is an n × n diagonal matrix such that Ψ satisfies the refined increasing difference property. To simplify our results on MSR codes, we often assume that the elements in the first column of Φ are z 0 , which does not affect the transmission bandwidth and decoding complexity.
An MSR code using the above approach has the parameters n, k, d and L, and is usually referred to as an 
III. SHIFT-XOR ELIMINATION
Before introducing the recovery and repair schemes of shift-XOR regenerating codes, we give an algorithm for solving a system of shift-XOR equations, called shift-XOR elimination, which will be used as a sub-process of subsequent recovery and repair schemes.
Let k > 0 be an integer. A system of shift-XOR equations has a k × k generator matrix Ψ = (z ti,j ) that satisfies the refined increasing difference property. Let x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k be sequences of L bits and let y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k be sequences generated by 
The problem is to solve the system in (7) for given y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k and Ψ. One approach to solve the system is the zigzag algorithm [10] , which needs all the bits of y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k . Due to the shift operations, y u has more than L bits, and hence, zigzag algorithm needs more bits than kL, the total number of bits of x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k . Moreover, auxiliary space of the size of y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k is needed for zigzag algorithm.
Here we propose an algorithm to solve the system of shift-XOR equations that eliminates the drawbacks of the zigzag algorithm. Firstly, our algorithm needs only kL bits from y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k . For u = 1, . . . , k, let
where
In stead of y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k , our algorithm only needs to accessx, which has exactly kL bits. Moreover, our algorithm is in-place in the sense that it transformx u to x u (1 ≤ u ≤ k) without extra auxiliary data space.
Our algorithm, called shift-XOR elimination, is shown in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, a vector (l 1 , . . . , l k ) is used to indicate the number of solved bits in
Initially, l u = 0. During the iterations of the algorithm, l u is increased gradually to L. As each decoded bit is eliminated from the other k − 1 sequences, Algorithm 1 uses k(k − 1)L XOR operations.
Algorithm 1 Shift-XOR Elimination
Require: coded sequences stored inx u .
Ensure: recovered message, stored inx u (1 ≤ u ≤ k).
Step 1: (Initialize auxiliary variables)
Step 2: (In-place decoding)
2: while l k < L (Iterate until the message is fully recovered.) do 3:
l u ← l u + 1; (Freeze one more bit inx u .) 6: for v ← 1 : k do
The correctness can be guaranteed by Theorem 1.
Theorem 1:
Consider a system of shift-XOR equations of (7) with the generator matrix Ψ satisfying the refined increasing difference property. Letx
the system can be solved by Algorithm 1 onx u , u = 1, . . . , k.
Proof: See Appendix A.
IV. RECOVERY AND REPAIR SCHEMES OF SHIFT-XOR MBR CODES
This section shows the recovery and repair schemes for shift-XOR MBR codes with minimal bandwidth and data space, using only XOR operations. The recovery and repair schemes are based on Algorithm 1 (shift-XOR elimination).
A. Recovery of Shift-XOR MBR Codes
This section introduces the recovery scheme for the MBR codes described in Section II-C. Our recovery scheme is able to recover the file by connecting with any k out of the n nodes. Without loss of generality, let the indices
Let m, n be positive integers. For two index sets I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and J ⊂ {1, . . . , m}, let A I (resp. A J ) be the sub-matrix of an m × n matrix A formed by all the columns (resp. rows) with indices in I (resp. J). When I = {i} (resp. J = {j}), we also write A i (resp. A j ) for convenience.
1) Overview of our Scheme:
Our scheme recovers the message matrix M by first recovering the submatrix T and then recovering the submatrix S. Since the submatrix S is symmetric, only its upper triangular components are needed to be recovered.
Recall the matrix Y defined in (1) with the matrix M in (2). For each j = 1, . . . , d − k, we have the system of shift-XOR equations
Since Ψ 1:k satisfies the refined increasing difference property, T j can be recovered using the shift-XOR elimination in Section III. The d − k columns of T can be recovered one by one or in parallel.
After recovering T, we continue to recover the k columns of S sequentially with the column indices in descending order. Fix u with 1 ≤ u ≤ k. We have, according to (1) with the matrix M in (2),
Then we have
As Ψ 1:u satisfies the refined increasing difference property, the LHS of (8) can be viewed as a system of shift-XOR equations generated by Ψ 1:u of the input S 1:u u . When u = k, S k can be recovered by the shift-XOR elimination on
When u < k, suppose that the columns of S with indices larger than u have all been recovered.
Algorithm 2 In-place Recovery for Shift-XOR MBR Codes
, and corresponding node indices i j
Ensure: recovered message, stored inm u,v .
Step 1: (Recover T)
Execute Algorithm 1 onm 1,u ,m 2,u , . . . ,m k,u with k node indices i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k .
3:
for w ← 1 : v do
(Eliminate superposed bits in the recovered sequences)
Step 2: (Recover S)
Execute Algorithm 1 onm 1,u ,m 2,u , . . . ,m u,u with u node indices i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i u .
8:
Then the u-th column of S can be recovered by executing Algorithm 1 on
where S u+1:k u = S u u+1:k have been decoded. In practice, the scheme consists of two stages: the transmission stage and the decoding stage. Let i 1 = 4, i 2 = 3, and i 3 = 1. The bits stored in the data collector are illustrated as follows:
2) Transmission Stage: In this stage, for
3) Decoding Stage: The details of decoding algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2, which consists of two steps.
In the first step, matrix T is recovered usingm v,u ( 
In the second step, matrix S is recovered usingm v,u (1 ≤ v ≤ u ≤ k). These two steps are explained in detail as follows.
Step 1: Recover T. This step contains (d − k) iterations. For each u ∈ [k + 1 : d], the data collector first uses Algorithm 1 to convert the sequences stored inm 1,u ,m 2,u , . . . ,m k,u to sequences m 1,u , m 2,u , . . . , m k,u (Line 2).
For any v with
So the value of m v,u is substituted inm w,v , which is a sub-sequence of y iw ,v (Lines 3-8). After the substitution,m w,v is only related to
Step 2: Recover S. This step contains k − 1 iterations. In an iteration indexed by u, Algorithm 1 is used to
, which is a sub-sequence of y iw ,v (ref. . After the substitution,m w,
After Step 2,m u,v becomes exactly m u,v . (15), (16) and (17), where the backslashes (\) illustrate the terms cancelled by the decoding algorithm in Step 1. After that, the data collector eliminates m 1,4 fromm 1,1 (see (9)), eliminates m 2,4 fromm 1,2 andm 2,2 (see (10) and (11)), and eliminates m 3,4 fromm 1,3 ,m 2,3 andm 3,3 (see (12) , (13) and (14)).
Step 2 of Algorithm 2 has two iterations with u = 3 and u = 2 respectively. In the u = 3 iteration,m 1,3 ,m 2,3 , andm 3,3 are converted into m 1,3 , m 2,3 and m 3,3 . See (12), (13) and (14), where the slashes (/) illustrate the terms cancelled by the decoding algorithm in
Step 2 with u = 3. The data collector eliminates m 1,3 fromm 1,1 (see (9)), eliminates m 2,3 fromm 1,2 (see (10)) andm 2,2 (see (11) ). In the u = 2 iteration,m 1,2 andm 2,2 are converted into m 1,2 and m 2,2 . See (10) and (11) , where the crosses (×) illustrate the terms cancelled in this iteration. The data collector eliminates m 1,2 fromm 1,1 (see (9) ).
After these two steps, the remaining bits are exactly the original file. 
4) Complexity Analysis
L XOR operations to execute Algorithm 1 and 1 2 u (u − 1) L XOR operations to eliminate the recovered sequences. Therefore, the total number of XOR operations in the second step is
Therefore, the total computational complexity is
Space Complexity: As the algorithm converts the data into the source file, there is no auxiliary space for storing temporary data.
B. Repair for Shift-XOR MBR Codes
This section introduces the repair scheme for shift-XOR MBR codes, where the repair bandwidth and auxiliary data space are minimal.
Suppose that node i fails. The repair scheme generates a new storage node that stores d sequences
which is the same as the d sequences stored in node i, by connecting any d out of the remaining n − 1 nodes.
Without loss of generality, we assume the d helper nodes are
The repair scheme includes two stages: the transmission stage and the decoding stage.
1) Transmission Stage:
Then node i j transmits r ij within the range of t ij ,j + (1 : L + t i,d ) to node i for repair. These sequences are stored inm j .
After the transmission,m
Transmission bandwidth: For every node, it needs to transmit L + t i,d bits. So the total number of bits to transmit
), which is equal to the number of sequences to regenerate. 
Then the data transmitted and stored inm j (1 ≤ j ≤ 4) arê
2) Decoding Stage:
Since Applying Algorithm 1 onm 1 ,m 2 ,m 3 andm 4 , the results are y 3,1 , y 3,2 , y 3,3 and y 3,4 , which are the repaired sequences in node 3.
3) Complexity Analysis: Time Complexity:
The time complexity involves two parts, of which the first is the computing complexity at each node in transmission stage and the second is the decoding complexity at the repaired node.
The computing complexity in each node is
So the total complexity of the first
The time complexity of the second part is
according to the analysis of Algorithm 1.
Totally, the time complexity for repair of MBR codes is ≈ 2d(d − 1)L.
Space Complexity: In the repair node, there is no auxiliary space for storing data.
V. RECOVERY AND REPAIR SCHEMES OF SHIFT-XOR MSR CODES
This section introduces the recovery and repair schemes for shift-XOR MSR codes. The schemes are based on Algorithm 1.
A. Recovery of Shift-XOR MSR Codes
This section presents a recovery scheme for the aforementioned shift-XOR MSR code described in Section II-D.
For The sequences obtained from the k nodes can be in the form of
Recovery scheme recovers the original message from C by the follows 3 steps.
Step 1: Let
and
It is easy to know that P and Q are symmetric matrices.
satisfies the refined increasing difference property. So (c u,v , c v,u ) ⊤ can be viewed as a system of shift-XOR equations of (p u,v , q u,v ) ⊤ , which is discussed in Section III. Then (p u,v , q u,v ) ⊤ can be recovered by the shift-XOR elimination on (c u,v , c v,u ) for all 1 ≤ u < v ≤ k. After obtaining the strictly upper-triangular of P and Q, the strictly lower-triangular part can be obtained by reflection. Then P and Q, except their diagonal entries, can be recovered.
Step 2: Here we have  Step 3:
we can obtain the system
i.e.,
. . .
As S ′ can be viewed as a system of shift-XOR equations of S, S can be recovered by the shift-XOR elimination on S ′ column by column. Note that there are k sequences at each column of S ′ while there are α < k sequences at a column of S. Any selected α sequences of a column can be used by executing Algorithm 1 to recover the corresponding column of S.
The recovery of T is similar to the above process of recovering S.
In
Step 1, only the bits c u,v [1 : L+t iu,α +t iv ,α ] and c v,u [λ iv +(1 : L+t iu,α +t iv ,α )] are needed for Algorithm 1, as discussed in Section III. In Step 2, the diagonal entries of P and Q can not be decoded and are not used for recovery. Hence, the diagonal space of P and Q can be eliminated. In addition, only α < k columns of P and Q need to be recovered and stored. According to the analysis of Algorithm 1 in Section III, partial bits of the coded sequences are needed to recover the source message if the generator matrix satisfies the refined increasing difference property in Step 2 and Step 3. The specific details are shown as the transmission stage and decoding stage as follows.
1) Transmission Stage:
In transmission stage, node i u (1 ≤ u ≤ k) transmits Y iu to DC, and
• DC multiplies
⊤ , resulting u − 1 sequences. These u − 1 sequences are stored asq 1,u−1 ,q 2,u−1 , . . . ,q u−1,u−1 .
Consequently, for 1 ≤ u ≤ v ≤ α,
Note: Transmission stage does not store Y iu (1 ≤ u ≤ k). Before transmissions, DC allocates space for matriceŝ P andQ, and initializes all their bits as zeros. Each time DC receives a sequence, DC shifts the sequence and superpositions the shifted sequence into corresponding position inP andQ.
Transmission bandwidth: As the number of bits transmitted to DC from node i j is α(L + t ij ,α + λ ij ), the total number of transmitted bits is kαL + α k j=1 (t ij ,α + λ ij ). 
DC uses these sequences to calculatep
u,v andq u,v (1 ≤ u ≤ v ≤ 2), wherê P =   Y 4 (Φ 3 ) ⊤ [1 : L + 5] Y 4 (Φ 1 ) ⊤ [1 : L + 3] 0 Y 3 (Φ 1 ) ⊤ [1 : L + 2]   =   y 4,1 +z 2 y 4,2 [1 : L + 5] (y 4,1 +y 4,2 ) [1 : L + 3] 0 y 3,1 +z 2 y 3,2 [1 : L + 2]   andQ =   z −4 Y 3 (Φ 4 ) ⊤ z −2 Y 2 (Φ 4 ) ⊤ 0 z −2 Y 3 (Φ 3 ) ⊤   =   z −4 y 3,1 + z −1 y 3,2 z −2 y 2,1 + zy 2,2 0 z −2 y 3,1 + y 3,2   .
2) Decoding Stage:
The decoding consists of three steps. The first step calculates two α × α matrices P and Q (ref.
Step 1), whose elements are defined by
Then the matrix S and T can be recovered by Steps 2-3. Note that the definitions of P (ref. (27)) and Q (ref. 28) are different from (19) and (20) as the diagonal and the first column are cancelled.
Step 1: Calculate P and Q. We further partition the recovery into two sub-steps: Step 1.1 calculates p u,v and q u,v for 1 ≤ u ≤ v ≤ α, and Step 1.2 calculates p u,v and q u,v for α ≥ u > v ≥ 1.
In Step 1.1, Algorithm 1 is applied on (p u,v ,q u,v ) (Lines 1-3) based on the following property:
Step 1.2 is based on the following property:
It can be proved that q u,v = q v+1,u for 1 ≤ v < u ≤ α similarly.
This property shows that p u,v and q u,v (α ≥ u > v ≥ 1) are identical to p u,v and q u,v for (1 ≤ u < v ≤ α).
Therefore, Lines 4-7 of Algorithm 3 obtain p u,v and q u,v (α ≥ u > v ≥ 1) by copying.
Algorithm 3 Recovery Algorithm for Shift-XOR MSR Codes
Ensure: recovered message sequences s u,v and
Step 1: (Calculate P and Q)
Step 1.1:
for v ← u : α do 3:
Apply Algorithm 1 onp u,v andq u,v .
Step 1.2: (Calculate for α ≥ u > v ≥ 1)
for u ← v + 1 : α do 6:p u,v ←p v+1,u (Copy the whole sequence)
7:q u,v ←q v+1,u (Copy the whole sequence)
Step 2: (Recover S and T)
Step 2.1: (Recover S)
Apply Algorithm 1 onp u,v τ
10: for u ← 1 : α do 11:
Step 2.2: (Recover T)
12: for v ← 1 : α do 13:
14: for u ← 1 : α do 15:
Step 2: Recover S and T. First let us consider the recovery of S. After Step 1,P = P. The v-th column ofP
The aforementioned equation shows that the α sequencesp u,v (1 ≤ u ≤ α) can be viewed as a system of shift-XOR equations of S(Φ iv+1 ) ⊤ , which shields opportunities to recover S(Φ iv+1 ) ⊤ using the shift-XOR elimination. As the indices are i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i v , i v+2 , . . . , i k , we discard first τ 
is the number of bits in each sequence of S(Φ iv+1 ) ⊤ (Lines 8-9).
Consequently, the u-th row of resultedP (with regards to the range of decoding results of the previous step) is 
can be viewed as a system of shift-XOR equations of S u , which shields opportunities to decode sequences S u . In order to do this, we further discard first t iv+1,v bits ofp u,v τ In this example, P and Q are α × α = 2 × 2 matrices such that
At the beginning of the decoding stage,
According to Lemma 1, the matricesP andQ satisfŷ
Step 1:
Step 1.1 obtainsp
Step 2: Here we have 
separately and the result is 
Execute the same process onQ, the result is 
3) Complexity Analysis: Time Complexity: In transmission stage, for each α sequences from a node, α(α − 1)L XOR operations are needed. There are k nodes in total. So the time complexity of transmission stage is
In decoding stage, Step 1 needs
Step 2 needs 4α
)L XOR operations for recovering S and T.
Totally, the time complexity for recovery of MSR codes is
Space Complexity: In Algorithm 3, all the data are processed in matricesP andQ.
The total number of bits stored inP is
The total number of bits stored inQ is
The bit length of the source message is α(α + 1)L, so the auxiliary space is
B. Repair of Shift-XOR MSR Codes
Similar to the recovery scheme, the repair scheme of shift-XOR MSR codes involves two stages, that is transmission stage and decoding stage.
Suppose that the corresponding indices of the d helper nodes are i 1 > i 2 > · · · > i d and node i failed, then the α sequences needing repaired in the failed node is Y i .
Algorithm 4 Repair Algorithm for Shift-XOR MSR Codes
Require: coded sequences stored inm j (1 ≤ j ≤ d).
Step 2: (Calculate
Then node i j transmits range r ij t ij ,j + (1 : L + t i,α ) to the failed node i, and stored it asm j .
Example 9:
Consider the example of [6, 3, 4] MSR Code.This example will show the transmission stage to repair node 3 from helper nodes 1, 2, 4 and 5.
Considering
the sequences transmitted to node 3 arem Step 1:
can be viewed as a system of shift-XOR equations generated by Φ ij of the input M(Φ i ) ⊤ , where
. . . 
Step 2: Recover Y i . Since
we have access to S(
we can obtain = (
Therefore, r 5 , r 4 , r 2 , r 1 can be viewed as the system of shift-XOR equations of the inputs x 1 + z 2 x 2 , x 2 + z 2 x 3 ,
, and x 5 + z 2 x 6 . In step 1, apply Algorithm 1 on these 4 sequences and the failed node obtainŝ
In step 2, λ 3 = 4. Therefore,
Repair completes. 
The length of repaired sequences is α(L + λ i + t i,α ), so the auxiliary data space are α(L + t i,α ) = O(αL).
VI. EXTENSIONS TO OTHER PM-CONSTRUCTED CODES
In our schemes, the recovery and repair of shift-XOR MBR/MSR codes are decomposed into a sequence of systems of shift-XOR equations. As the decomposition of the recovery and repair depends only on the PM construction, but not the specific shift and XOR operations, similar decomposition applies for the recovery and repair of other regenerating codes using the PM construction. This section extends our recovery and repair schemes to the finite-field PM codes [14] and the cyclic-shift PM codes [16] .
A. Extension to Finite-Field PM Codes
The finite-field PM codes in [14] use finite field operations. Suppose the entries of a sequence are elements from a finite field F. Same as the setting in Section II-B, using finite field operations, we define
where ψ i,u ∈ F. Denoting Ψ = (ψ i,j ), the encoding follows the same form of (1):
As Gaussian elimination can solve systems of linear equations over finite fields, we can use Gaussian elimination in place of shift-XOR elimination to build recover/repair schemes for the finite-field PM codes.
1) Recovery Scheme of Finite-Field MBR Codes:
For finite-field MBR codes, Ψ in (36) is of the form
where Φ and ∆ are n × k and n × (d − k) matrices respectively and satisfy: 1) any d rows of Ψ are linearly independent; 2) any k rows of Φ are linearly independent. The message matrix is of the form
Due to the same matrix form as the shift-XOR MBR codes, similar to the analysis in Section IV-A, we can derive the following recovery scheme. For each j ∈ 1, . . . , d − k,
from which T j can be recovered using Gaussian elimination. After recovering T, we continue to recover the k columns of S sequentially with the column indices in descending order. For u = k, k − 1, . . . , 1,
After substituting T and S u+1:k u , the LHS of the above equation is known and S 1:u u can be recovered by Gaussian elimination. Hence, S can be recovered column by column by executing Gaussian elimination.
The above recovery scheme has the same asymptotic time/space/bandwidth complexity as the scheme for the shift-XOR MBR codes.
2) Repair Scheme of Finite-Field MBR Codes:
Suppose that node i fails and the d helper nodes are i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i d .
Then node i j transmits r ij to node i for repair. Since
The recovery and repair of finite-field MSR codes can be derived similarly as in Section V, and have the same asymptotic complexity as our shift-XOR codes.
B. Extension to Cyclic-shift Regenerating Codes
The cyclic-shift regenerating codes in [16] employ a cyclic-shift operation defined as
Same as the setting in Section II-B, let
where t i,u ≥ 0 are integers. Denoting Ψ = (z ti,j c ), the encoding follows the same form as (1) .
A system of cyclic-shift equations can be expressed as 
where det(Ψ) has an inverse element in
. When Ψ is a Vandermonde matrix with k − 1 strictly less than all divisors of L which are not equal to 1, the system can be solved using the LU method [16] .
Similar to shift-XOR codes in Section IV and Section V, the recovery and repair of the cyclic-shift codes can be decomposed into a sequence of systems of cyclic-shift equations. When n − 1 (where n is the number of storage nodes) is strictly less than all divisors of L which are not equal to 1, the sequence of systems can be solved by the LU method. The recovery and repair schemes built in this way have the same asymptotic complexity as that of our shift-XOR codes.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a general approach for building recovery and repair schemes for product-matrix (PM) regenerating codes, which can be realized based on finite field, cyclic shift and shift-XOR operations. In our approach, the recovery/repair scheme is generically decomposed into sub-problems of solving systems of equations over the different operations for realizing the PM codes. For schemes built using this approach, the transmission bandwidth and data space are optimal for recovery and repair of MBR codes, and are significantly reduced for recovery and repair of MSR codes.
For the shift-XOR operation, we derive an in-place, overhead-free algorithm for solving system of shift-XOR equations. Though we only studied the bit-wise shift in this paper, our algorithms can be extended to byte-wise or word-wise shifts to utilize multi-bit computation devices in parallel.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
This section proves Theorem 1. First, we prove a lemma.
Lemma 3:
Assume that the generator matrix satisfies the refined increasing-difference property. For any u, u
Proof: (1) Due to the refined increasing-difference property, for w such that w > u, t w,w − t w,w−1 < t u,w − t u,w−1 .
Consequently,
(2) Due to the refined increasing-difference property, for w such that w < u ′ , t w,w − t w,w−1 < t u ′ ,w − t u ′ ,w−1 ,
and for w such that w = u ′ ,
Therefore, for w such that w ≤ u ′ ,
Consequently,
That proves the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1: (1) Extend the original message from
Then the encoding can be reformulated as
since the padding zeros in x ′ u (1 ≤ u ≤ k) do not change the value of y i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). After the [t k+1−u,u + 1 : t k+1−u,u + L]-th bits of y k+1−u have been transmitted to DC, whatx u stored iŝ
(2) Now we to show that, when the value of l u changes from (l − 1) to l in the decoding algorithm (1 ≤ u ≤ k, The mathematical induction is to be used here: (i) First, we will show that the statement holds when (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k ) changes for the first time (i.e. l 1 changes from 0 to 1); (ii) Next, we will show that, for every change of (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k ), if the same statement holds for all previous changes, the statement still holds for this change.
(2.i) The first change of (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k ) is that the value of l 1 changes from 0 to 1. Due to the refined increasingdifference property,
which is equivalent to
Therefore, whatx 1 [1] stores after the transmissions iŝ
Note thatx 1 [1] does not change before l 1 changes to 1,
for the first change of (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k ). (2.ii) Consider a particular change of (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k ), say, the change of l u from (l − 1) to l, where 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
Assume that all previous changes of (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k ) satisfy the statement that the all the first l u bits ofx u have been determined and are equal to the first l u bits of x (t k+1−w,w − t k+1−w,w−1 ) < t k+1−u,v − t k+1−u,u .
Hence, l − l v < t k+1−u,v − t k+1−u,u + 1, which leads to l + t k+1−u,u − t k+1−u,v ≤ l v .
Therefore, x v [l + t k+1−u,u − t k+1−u,v ] has been eliminated fromx u [l]. 
